COMLIST: Moscow Consolidated 16 Jul 91

GLOBAL

1 Zorin video report on G-7 summit in London. (rpt tv 151800, item 6 on 15 Jul list) (tv 1530)

2 USSR today: Anon on Gorbachev economic reform plan to be submitted to G-7 leaders in London. (3 min: mand 0200)

3 Aleksandr Pogodin on opening in London of 17th G-7 summit. (rpt enginter 151210, item 9 on 15 Jul list) (Somali 151700; jap 151400)

4 Vyacheslav Solovyev on Gorbachev's coming meeting with G-7 leaders. (rpt 151210, item 10 on 15 Jul list) (Hebrew 1600 1700)

5 London corr Dmitriy Linnik on G-7 meeting. (rpt enginter 151510, item 13 on 15 Jul list) (Engna 0000)

6 Anon on G-7 talks in London. (3 min: Korean 0900)

7 TASS special corr Sergey Sosnovsky/Andrey Fedyashin/Viktor Khrekov London dispatch on G-7 summit declaration on conventional arms transfers and non-proliferation of nuclear, biological, chemical weapons. (350 text sent: Tasse 1818)

8 Aleksey Kondratyev on repercussions in press, hopes of Gorbachev's meeting with G-7 leaders in London. (15 min: Portbraz 0000)

9 Anatoliy Potapov on worldwide expectations of outcome of Gorbachev's attendance at G-7 summit in London, expressing hope that Conf decisions will help usher in new era of int'l relations. (6-3 min, sent: Enginter 1210 1510 Portbraz 2300; Spanla 2300; German 1600; Persian 1430; Turkish 1800; Arabic 1400; Afrikaans 1700; Polish 1600; Hungarian 2000; Indo 1300; Burm 1200; Urdu 1200; Beng 1200; Hind 1300; Tamil 1500; Thai 1300; Camb 1100; 1230 Viet 1200; Laot 1030; 1330; Mand 1000; 1400; Korean 1100)

10 V. Zorin/V. Shishkovskiy video report from London on G-7 results so far, summarizing local speculation on Gorbachev's visit, reviewing 16 Jul proceedings, incl intvws with Londoners on their expectations from summit. (6 min: tv 1800)

11 Special corr Dmitriy Linnik London dispatch on conclusion of official part of G-7 summit, detailing two documents adopted, says chief stage of summit however is Gorbachev's visit, briefly quoting Hurd at press conf. (3.5 min: Enginter 1810 2110; Enguk 2000)

12 Georgiy Grammatchikov on attention being paid to Gorbachev's meeting with G-7 leaders in East Europe. (4 min: Polish 1600)

13 Anon citing AFP on draft communique of G-7 meeting concerning Mideast. (3 min: Arabic 1400)

14 Anon on G-7 summit discussions, resolutions. (4 min: Spanla 2300)

15 TASS corr Boris Shabayev Geneva dispatch on address by Yevgeny Makeyev, Soviet permanent rep at a Geneva office, to session of UN economic and social council in Geneva, on Soviet Union's integration into world economy. (320 text sent: Tasse 1605; tassr 1115)

16 Aleksandr Ivanov/Yuriy Lbedev intvw with Soviet, Turkish, Romanian, Bulgarian reps at Black Sea economic coop zone talks in Moscow. (10 min: Turkish 1800)
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18 17 anon on bulgarian response to mitsotakis proposal for disarmament in 
balkans. (3 min: turkish 1800)
19 TB1707150091TAKE1
20 18 "point of view": vsevolod mikhaylov on G-7 summit and prospect for 
soviet participation, recalling intvw with mitterrand in which he wished 
success to gorbachev in london, says moscow is seeing to negotiate on 
equal footing and hopes for establishment of new type of economic coop (4 
min); vyacheslav solovyev on gorbachev's coming meeting with G-7 leaders 
(rpt enginter 151210, item 10 on 15 jul list); soviet press on france and 
belgium: trud on natl day of france, 14 jul' nezavisimaya gazeta on rsults 
of meeting of five unsc permanent members in paris; sovetskaya rossiya on 
immigration problem in france; trud on chernobyl children staying in 
belgium. (frenchinter 151800)
21 19 "update": review soviet press on gorbachev's trip to london to 
participate in G-7 summit, citing trud, independent, pravda, komsomolskaya 
pravda, sovetskaya rossiya (5.5 min); irina simonova on soviet natl 
parliament's consideration of draft treaty of union of sovereign states, 
also known as nine plus one treaty, incl intvw with mp from western 
siberia expressing view that draft treaty as it stands is imperfect (5 
min); soviet economist acad oleg bogomolov on various changes needed to 
rescue soviet economy, such as restoring value of money (4 min); report on 
congress of reps of crimean tatars, noting discussions on ways to bring 
tatars back to their historical homeland (4 min). (enginter 1910)
22 20 "update." (rpt enginter 151910, item 22 on 15 jul list) (engna 0000)
23 21 "on studies and conditions of foreign students in ussr." (rpt arabic 
151400, item 21 on 15 jul list) (arabic 1400)
24 22 intvw with film critic from prague galina kopaneva on moscow intl film 
festival. (10 min: czech/slovak 141800)
25 23 "youth teletype": program on various activities of youth in france, 
usa. (4 min: korean 1330)
26 24 "dialogue." (rpt german 111700, item 4 on 11 jul list) (german 1700)
27 25 "horizons." (rpt spanla 150000, item 26 on 15 jul list, where titled 
'cultural news') (spancuba 0130)
28 26 on moscow's wavelength: incl soviet political scientist on consequences 
of cessation of cema and warsaw pact; intro to republican party of russia; 
return of crimean tatars to their homeland; item on 100th anniv of 
aleksandr grigoryev, painter of mari; reconstruction of a cathedral. 
(hungarian 2000)
29 27 "moscow evenings." (rpt czech/slovak 131800, item 15 on 14 jul list) 
(czech/slovak 141800)
30 DISARM
31 28 ussr ministry of defense report on 15 july nuclear explosion at french 
test site on mururoa atoll. (70 text sent: tassr 1646)
32 29 yevgeniy nikitenko intvw with (sean mckenna), rep of board of directors 
of recent eleventh intl peace marathon in moscow, on his impressions of 
event, importance of marathon for bring people and countries together. 
(4.5 min: engna 152300)
33 UNITED STATES
34 30 account bessmertynkh remarks to journalists in washington on results of 
soviet-u.s. talks on START treaty. (c/r tasse 151651, item 32 on 15 jul 
list) (brief: enginter 1200 1300 1400 1500 spanla 0000 portbraz 0000 
somali 1700/twice/)
35 31 tass diplomatic corr georgiy shmelev on 15 jul bessmertynkh remarks to
journalists at vnukovo airport on his return from washington, where talks took place on START treaty. (c/r tassr 151626, item 37 on 15 jul list) (500 text: tassr 1058; 400 text: tassr 1053; one min: hind 1300 burm 1430 brief: enginter 0700 engna 0000) 36 32 yuriy solton on results of extended beasmertynkh-baker washington talks, noting difficulty in reaching agreement on drafting START treaty. (rpt enginter 151210, item 35 on 15 jul list) (engna 0000 spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 jap 151400 burm 1200 urdu 1200 beng 1200 hind 1300 indo 1300 mand 1000 151400 152200) 37 33 b. kalyagin video report from washington on conclusion of beasmertynkh-baker talks, incl intvw with beasmertynkh on results of talks. (c/r tv 151800, item 36 on 15 jul list) (3 min: tv 1530) 38 TB1707150191TAKB2 39 34 yuriy solton on u.s.-soviet ties, consisting entirely of lengthy quotes from beasmertynkh to journalists following his recent meetings with u.s. secretary of state james baker. (6-3 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 german 1600 persian 1430 arabic 1400 turkish 1800 polish 1600 hungarian 2000 tamil 1500 burm 1430) 40 35 boris belitskiy on success of beasmertynkh-baker talks on START treaty. (rpt enguk 152000, segment item 41 on 15 jul list) (engna 152300) 41 36 kalinin on japans sdf plan to hold exercises in hawaii. (3.5 min: mand 0900) 42 37 interview with jeff (ovstrovsykiy), president of u.s. (atlantic JNS) corporation. (rpt engna 060000, item 11 on 6 jul list) (enguk 2000) 43 AMERICAS 44 38 valentin mashkin on upcoming ibero-american summit in guadalajara, mexico, where discussions are expected to focus on economic issues particularly latin american foreign debts which exceed 409 billion dollars. (3 min: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300) 45 39 (sergey koshkin) on central american leaders meeting in san salvador which will discuss economic integration. (rpt enginter 152110, item 44 on 15 jul list) (engna 0000) 46 40 anseelmo septiem on 180th anniversary of colombian independence celebrated at house of friendship in moscow, including remarks by colombian ambassador. (3 min: spanla 2300) 47 41 anseelmo septiem on opening of colombian coffee shop in moscow, citing colombian ambassador voicing satisfaction over its opening and opportunity to promote colombian coffee in soviet union. (5 min: spanla 2300) 48 42 summary pravda "cuba - changes are necessary but which ones"? (rpt spanla 152300, item 45 on 15 jul list) (spanla 0000 portbraz 0000) 49 43 viktor gorbachev havana dispatch on new soviet economic relations with cuba, noting that although ussr has granted credits and not free aid, not one ruble has been received in return, neither in form of money or production. (4 min: mayak 0200) 50 44 summary pravda interview with secretary of cuban comparty secretariat, on fourth party congress in october, noting economic difficulties, relations with ussr, cuban adherence to socialism and one party system. (5 min: korean 0900 lao 1330) 51 45 "latin america in focus": second part anseelmo septiem intvw with uruguayan navy chief of staff, vice admiral james coates. (rpt spanla 152300, item 48 on 15 jul list) (spanla 0000) 52 GERMANY 53 46 summary dpa dispatch on transfer of soviet WWII tank from former city
of Chemnitz to Bavarian city of Ingolstadt, where it will be exhibited in 
WII museum. (3 min: German 1600)

54 47 "topical subject": Vladimir Cherkassov describing lack of housing for 
repatriated Soviet soldiers returning from former GDR, criticizing slow 
progress of FRG construction of housing, noting Soviet troop withdrawal is 
being carried out in an orderly fashion despite various stumbling blocks 
which have to be eradicated. (6 min: German 1700)

55 WEST EUROPE

56 48 v. Ilyashenko video report from city, describing city's importance in 
world economic life. (rpt TV 151800, item 52 on 15 Jul list) (tv 1530)

57 49 TASS correspondence, Nikolay Kondratenko and Mikhail Utyanskiy Leningrad 
dispatch, on unauthorized entry into USSR of M-20 aircraft piloted by 
private FRG individual, which completed flight from Helsinki to Leningrad, 
brieferly quoting Col Petr Grinak officer in charge air defenses. (200 
text sent: TASSR 1445)

58 50 "good evening Austria": anon on Austrian publicity photographic 
exhibition in Moscow, incl interviews with participants (10 min); 
interview with rep of Austrian foreign ministry (Bernhard Frankfurter (rpt 
GERMAUST 121925, segment item 42 on 12 Jul list). (GERMAUST 1925)

59 TB1707150291TAK3

60 51 "globe and the world". (rpt ENGUK 142000, item 41 on 14 Jul list) 
(ENNGNA 0000)

61 52 "point of view": Vsevolod Mikhailov on London G-7 meeting and prospects 
for Soviet participation, recalling Mitterrand's recent interview wishing 
success to Gorbachev whilst in London, noting that Moscow wishes to 
negotiate on equal footing and hoping for establishment of new type of 
economic cooperation (4 min); Vyacheslav Solovyov on Gorbachev's coming 
meeting with G-7 leaders (rpt ENGINTER 151210, item 10 on 15 Jul list); 
Soviet press on France and Belgium; TRUD on French national day celebrated 
on 14 Jul; NEZAVISIMAYA GAZETA on results of five UNSC permanent members 
held in Paris; SOVETSKAYA ROSSIYA on Immigration problems in France; 
TRUD on Chernobyl children's visit to Belgium. (FRENCHINTER 151800)

62 53 "topical interview": Kipras Mazheyka interview with EC Commission 
president Jacques Delors, during which he summarized assistance which 
European community is providing to Soviet Union in form of food supplies 
and various other commodities. (3 min sent: TV 2020)

63 54 "young listeners club". (rpt FRENCHINTER 011800, item 35 on 1 Jul 
list) (FRENCHINTER 151800)

64 55 anon on Soviet ballet dancer who received award in Spain, including 
interview with performer. (4 min: SPANLA 0000)

65 AFRICA

66 56 "Africa as we see it": intvw with head South African section of 
interests in Moscow G. Olivier, on bilateral establishment of missions in 
USSR and South Africa, noting both countries are undergoing difficult 
periods of transition (5 min); Vladlen Mikhailov on situation in Sierra 
Leone, noting Liberian partisans still occupy substantial part of country 
(3.5 min); Second installment Pyotr (Kupryanov) on Agriculture in West 
Africa (3.5 min). (ENGA 1630)

67 57 intvw with consultant in USSR economic relations director, on current 
visit to South Africa by Soviet Chamber of Commerce delegation, says aim 
of visit is to initiate contacts with potential partners in future coop. 
(4 min: AFRIKAANS 1700)

68 58 telephone intvw with member Soviet interest section team in Pretoria,
on south african interest in events in ussr, possibility of officials
links with pretoria once sanctions have been lifted. (8 min: afrikaans
1900)

69 MIDEAST
70 59 tass corr mikhail kochetkov un dispatch on address by intl inspector to
unsc on results of inspection of iraqi nuclear facilities, incl intvw with
soviet un rep yuliy vorontsov. (400 text sent: tasse 1017)
71 60 yevgeniy (krushkin) on bush identification of iraqi targets. (rpt
enginter 151210, item 63 on 15 jul list) (portbraz 0000 engna 0000)
72 61 aleksandr mikhaylov on iraqi nuclear program, citing un inspectors
conclusion that iraq's nuclear facilities exceed what is needed for
peaceful research program, also quoting yuliy vorontsov on need for iraq
to give un team full assistance. (6 min: arabic 1600)
73 62 aleksandr pogodin on circumstances surrounding baker's coming mideast
tour, noting syrian response to bush's plan, other reactions to syria's
position, mentioning obstacles in path to peace conf, stressing need for
israel to show goodwill, briefly quoting bessmertnykh after baker talks.
(3 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110
spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 german 1600
persian 1430 turkish 1800 arabic 1400 polish 1600 mand 1400)
74 63 yuriy andreyev on iran's role in region security, noting iran was not
invited to meeting in damascus on issue, citing stats by
hashemi-rafsanjani that any security system in persian gulf without iran's
participation is doomed to failure. (4 min, sent: persian 1430)
75 64 summary trud, anatoliy tzirulnik on his visit to israel. (12 min:
hebrew 1700)
76 TB1707150391TAKE4
77 65 nikolay stepanov on 50th anniv of greece's natl liberation army,
reviewing workers resistance during hitlerite occupation, hailing greek
comparty's role in country's liberation from fascism. (3 min: greek 2000)
78 SOUTH ASIA
79 66 boris biragov kabul dispatch on news conf by afghan security official
refuting pakistani allegations that afghan agents are conducting
subversive and terrorist activities in pakistan. (3 min: dari 1500)
80 67 vasant georgiyev on indian premier rao's recent stmt in parliament
expressing desire to develop relations with neighbors, citing south asian
leaders remarks at recent saarc conf expressing desire to develop
relations in region, stressing need for development of ties among all
south asian countries. (4 min: urdu 1200 beng 1200 hind 1300)
81 68 yevgeniy nikolayev on escalation of fighting between govt forces and
ltte in jaffna, pointing to heavy loss of life in continuing ethnic
conflict. (4.5 min: tamil 1500)
82 CHINA
83 69 ussr prime minister pavlov condolences to li peng on flood disaster.
(c/r mayak 152030, item 70 on 15 jul list) (brief: mand 152200 0100)
84 70 wang xiao half-hour: intvw with auto plant manager on recent prc visit.
(3.5 min: mand 1300)
85 ASIAN COMMUNIST
86 71 aleksey kondratyev on beijing talks on cambodia, analyzing state of
statement in settlement process, expressing optimism that process will get
moving through efforts of all concerned parties. (5-3 min, sent: enginter
1210 1510 spanla 2300 indo 1300 burm 1430 camb 1230 viet 1200 lao 1330
mand 1000 1400)
87 72 summary (moskovskye novosti) military corr on 7th vietnamese compary
congress. (5 min: korean 0900; 3.5 min: mand 0900)

88 ASIA/PACIFIC

89 73 "focus on asia and pacific": (basan georgiyev) on indian premier rao's declared intention to seek agreement over his policies, noting india's internal and external problems, such as relations with pakistan (3 min); kiril mikhaylov on prospects for soviet-taiwanese trade, noting soviet need to allow for chinese sensitivity on subject of any contacts with taiwan (6 min); aleksey nikolayev on protocol signed in hanoi to help viet refugees, describing current situation of refugees (3 min). (enginter 2210)

90 74 "focus on asia": incl report on kazakh president nazarbayev's visit to china (3 min); anon on kyodo report on japan's defense agency planning to issue natl defense white paper (3 min). (korean 1100)

91 75 anon on dalai lama being honored and revered by foreign and local buddhists in moscow. (10 min: camb 1100; 8-5 min: lao 1030 viet 1200 thai 1300 burm 1200)

92 76 viktor vinogradov noting kyodo news report which stated that japanese natl defense dept plans to issue white book annually on natl defense issues. (4 min: indo 1300)

93 77 soviet far east journal: rsfsr-hokkaido cooO (7.5 min); recent jap indust fair (6.5 min); report on recent soviet-jap trade symposium in valdivostok (5 min). (jap 151100)

94 78 druzba soviet-jap exchange program: gorbachev meets jap envoy (one min); intvw with rogachev on jap visit (12 min, sent); intvw with ex-pow on jap pow issue (8.5 min, sent). (jap 151400)

95 79 intvw with thai teacher who accompanied thai students to biology olympics contest in ussr in july, on impressions of visit. (5 min: thai 1300)

96 EAST EUROPE

97 80 polish academic prof. bazyli bialokowicz on polish themes in soviet war poetry. (rpt polish 151600, item 80 on 15 jul list) (polish 1600)

98 TB1707150491TAKB5

99 81 anon reviewing ongoing crisis in yugoslavia, pointing out unrest and sporadic skirmishes. (rpt enginter 151210, item 82 on 15 jul list) (portbraz 0000 mand 152200)

100 MILITARY

101 82 interview with soviet first deputy defense minister on military reforms in soviet union. (7 min: korean 1100)

102 83 moscow expert in military affairs, colonel (valeriy chibutarev), on arrival in ussr of japenese experts who will work on reconversion of soviet military industry and visit ural region. (3 min: portbraz 2300 german 1600 camb 1230 mand 1400)

103 SPACE/SCIENCE

104 84 anon on progress of MIR space station's current mission, describing cosmonauts installation projects outside station and recalling soviet union's various scientific space achievements, noting that various officials have suggested cancellation of planned november launch so that present mission could be extended. (4-3 min: enginter 1510 1810 2110 enguk 2000 german 1600 arabic 1400 turkish 1800 greek 2000 polish 1600 hungarian 2000 camb 1100 lao 1330 viet 1200)

105 85 leonid lazarevich interview with aleksandrovich shatalov, head of gagarin center for training cosmonauts, discussing changes in next space expedition which may involve alterations to planned crew. (3 min sent:
home 1200)

106 86 "program on science and technology". (rpt hebrew 151700, item 88 on 15 jul list) (hebrew 1600)

107 NATIONALITIES

108 87 statement by press service of ussr ministry of internal affairs, on allegations of forced deportations of armenians from various villages of azerbaijan. (340 text sent: tassr 1303 tasse 1436)

109 88 "wang xiao half hour": report on justice minister's remarks about union treaty. (3 min: mand 1300)

110 89 k. babayev report over video on signing of cooperation agreement between turkmenia and kyrgyzstan, with its principles being joint use of natural/abundant labor resources, trade/cultural exchange and exchange of plenipotentiary missions. (3 min sent: tv 1530)

111 90 anon on increase of drug related crimes in uzbekistan. (4.5 min: somali 151700)

112 RSFSR

113 91 running summary 16 jul rsfsr congress of people's deputies under khasbulatov's chairmanship, where results of voting for rsfsr supsov chairman were inconclusive, various deputies quoted on this issue, also quoting yeltsin speech to deputies (2 min). (47 min sent: rtv 1840)

114 92 aleksay (abakum) on 16 jul rsfsr congress session on deadlock reached in voting for rsfsr supsov, quoting yeltsin's report to proceedings (14 min). (17 min: rossii 1900)

115 93 vladimir korablyev on 16 jul rsfsr congress of people's deputies where voting has closed on voting for supsov chairman, including interviews with people's deputies rybkin and churkin who express their opinions about situation surrounding election of deputy chairman. (5.5 min: mayak 0651)

116 94 lyudmila semina on 16 jul rsfsr congress of people's deputies session where latest round of voting was inconclusive, outlining proposals forwarded by various deputies and incl interview with one unnamed deputy. (6 min: mayak 1130)

117 95 aleksandr ruvinskiy on 16 jul rsfsr congress proceedings where stalemate still exists in voting for supsov chairman, noting that several possible variants of future development of events were worked out by conciliation commission. (3 min: home 1200)

118 96 aleksay (avakumov) on 16 jul morning session at rsfsr congress of people's deputies, including excerpts from speech made by chairman of teller's commission in which he gave voting figures for latest ballot for chairman of rsfsr supsov. (20 min: rossii 1210)

119 TB1707150591TAKE6

120 97 tass corrs lyudmila aleksandrova, yuriy kozmin and andrey surzhanskiy on 16 jul rsfsr congress proceedings, briefly quoting yeltsin's speech to deputies. (240 text sent: tassr 1620; brief: greek 2000)

121 98 vladimir perfilyev on 16 jul rsfsr congress proceedings where stalemate has been reached in voting for supreme soviet chairman, quoting yeltsin's speech to deputies. (20 min sent: home 1638)

122 99 vitaliy gurov on lack of progress at rsfsr congress, noting difficulties encountered in electing chairman, with balance between left and right extremes not auguring favorably for republic's future stability, stressing unity preferable to factionalism. (5-3 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 enguk 2000 german 1600 arabic 1600 turkish 1800 hungarian 2000)

123 100 anon on stalemate at current session of rsfsr congress. (rpt mand 151400, item 103 on 15 jul list) (mand 152200)
124 101 irina (cheko) interview with russian comparty leader ivan polozhkov, voicing his opinion on recently founded movement for democratic reform. (4 min: german 1600)

125 102 interview with viktor (shchekochukyn), chairman of russian union of private owners, discussing its achievements so far and plans for future. (4.5 min: polish 1600)

126 103 feature devoted to mayor of leningrad anatoliy sobchak. (5-3 min: german 1600 mand 0900)

127 USSR SUPSOV

128 104 "new market". (rpt enguk 072000, item 111 on 7 jul list) (engna 152300)

129 105 anon on recent supreme soviet discussions which have approved draft union treaty, briefly quoting lukyanov's closing remarks. (rpt enginter 131210, item 81 on 13 jul list) (4 min: hind 1300 tamil 1500)

130 106 anon on conclusion and results of ussr's five month supreme soviet session, briefly quoting lukyanov's address. (c/r german 151600, item 107 on 15 jul list) (4.5 min: somali 151700)

131 107 anon on conclusion of fifth session of ussr supsov session, outlining main points of lukyanov's closing speech, noting main results of session which are laws on denationalization and privatization of property. (3 min: engna 0000)

132 SOVIET ECONOMY

133 108 o. bobin video report on joint action program drawn up by ussr cabinet of ministers and republican govts on extricating country's economy from crisis in conditions of transition to market, incl intvw with s.d. beysenov, minister of labor for kazakh ssr. (3 min, sent: tv 1800)

134 109 pravda political corr (okshnikov) on soviet road to market economy. (5 min, poor: korean 0900)

135 LIFE IN USSR

136 110 vitally vishnevskiy interview with vladimir ivashko, cpsu deputy general secretary, including answers to listeners questions on why party is in crisis. (1 hr 18 min sent: tv 1840)

137 111 "glimpses of soviet land": intro to leningrad city mayor (anatoliy sobchak); report on tourism in (ashtoshkov) during summer; anon on 17th int'l film festival at moscow; report on folk festival in riga; tass intvw with director of nanak int'l business firm on its business activities in turkmania and other areas. 925 min: tamil 1500)

138 112 ussr today: intro to joint venture enterprises (5 min); report on eva work on space station mir (4.5 min); profile of moscow family (3.5 min). (mand 1300)

139 113 ussr today: report on gulag island in arctic (4 min); report on krasnoyarsk ufo sighting (4 min). (mand 0200)

140 TB1707150691TAKE7

141 114 youth program: anon on school teacher in minsk who became outstanding teacher of the year (7 min); anon on soviet youth's employment problem (5 min). (korean 1330)

142 115 youth program: scientists' feature, other domestic youth news. (23 min, incl music: mand 1000 1400)

143 116 "review of mail": listeners questioning why soviet union is walking cap in hand, recalling stalinist repressions, noting yeltsin's contribution; weekly special request for talk on all-russia society for deaf, giving background of society, society and facilities for deaf people. (6.5 min: engna 152300)
144 117 report on moscow aviation exhibition. (4 min: mand 0900)
145 118 "straight from the horse’s mouth": item on problems within soviet gas
   industry; moscow news on alternative military service attracting many in
   latvia; medical gazetta on need for natl disaster service; top secret on
   psychology of maniacs who comit grave crimes and ways they should be
   treated. (11 min: enguk 2000)
146 119 ("problems facing soviet union"): anon on leningrad mayor (6 min);
   anon on soviet aviation technology (6 min); anon on private ownership of
   property in soviet union (6 min). (poor: korean 0900)
147 120 visitors impressions: argentine film distributor (luis luengo), spanla
   0000
148 121 misc internal ussr items: 30: sov 5 democ 1 latam 8 mideast 2 asc 10
   asnc 4
149 UNPRO: rtv 1700 2000 tv 0900 enginter 0800 0900 1000 1100 1600 1700 1800
   1900 2100 2200
150 POOR: hungarian 2000 korean 0900
151 PART MISSED: enginter 2100 (endall) 16 Jul 91
152 TB1707150791TAKB8